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Abstract
Purpose—In practice, the surgeon must rely on screw position (insertion depth) and tactile
feedback from the screwdriver (insertion torque) to gauge compression. In this study, we
identified the relationship between interfragmentary compression and these 2 factors.

Methods—The Acutrak Standard, Acutrak Mini, Synthes 3.0, and Herbert-Whipple implants
were tested using a polyurethane foam scaphoid model. A specialized testing jig simultaneously
measured compression force, insertion torque, and insertion depth at half-screw-turn intervals until
failure occurred.

Results—The peak compression occurs at an insertion depth of −3.1 mm, −2.8 mm, 0.9 mm, and
1.5 mm for the Acutrak Mini, Acutrak Standard, Herbert-Whipple, and Synthes screws
respectively (insertion depth is positive when the screw is proud above the bone and negative
when buried). The compression and insertion torque at a depth of −2 mm were found to be 113 ±
18 N and 0.348 ± 0.052 Nm for the Acutrak Standard, 104 ± 15 N and 0.175 ± 0.008 Nm for the
Acutrak Mini, 78 ± 9 N and 0.245 ± 0.006 Nm for the Herbert-Whipple, and 67 ± 2N, 0.233 ±
0.010 Nm for the Synthes headless compression screws.

Conclusions—All 4 screws generated a sizable amount of compression (> 60 N) over a wide
range of insertion depths. The compression at the commonly recommended insertion depth of −2
mm was not significantly different between screws; thus, implant selection should not be based on
compression profile alone. Conically shaped screws (Acutrak) generated their peak compression
when they were fully buried in the foam whereas the shanked screws (Synthes and Herbert-
Whipple) reached peak compression before they were fully inserted. Because insertion torque
correlated poorly with compression, surgeons should avoid using tactile judgment of torque as a
proxy for compression.

Clinical relevance—Knowledge of the insertion profile may improve our understanding of the
implants, provide a better basis for comparing screws, and enable the surgeon to optimize
compression.
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The scaphoid is the most commonly fractured carpal bone, accounting for approximately
60% of all carpal fractures1 and an estimated incidence of 30 fractures per 100,000 person-
years.2 This injury occurs predominantly in young healthy adults3 and is associated with a
high incidence of delayed union, nonunion, and osteonecrosis owing to the tenuous blood
supply to the bone.4,5 Management of these injuries was transformed in the 1980s with the
introduction of the scaphoid specific Herbert screw6 and subsequent screw variations. A
headless screw generates interfragmentary compression through differential pitches between
the leading and the trailing threads. The compression thereby provides rigid internal fixation
without the intra-articular prominence of standard headed screws. A headless compression
screw (HCS) has become the implant of choice for the internal fixation of displaced and
nondisplaced scaphoid fractures.7,8

Given the popularity of the HCS, sundry commercial designs have emerged, each with its
own variation in thread pitch, shaft diameter, and shape. Despite an abundance of recent
papers describing biomechanical testing of these screws in both human cadaver9–15 and
polyurethane foam16–22 scaphoid models, the results are discordant, and there is little
consensus on optimal screw design. Moreover, the vast majority of studies report peak
compression force; however, it is unlikely this force is achieved consistently in clinical
practice. In the absence of a load cell measuring compression, the surgeon must rely on
screw position (insertion depth) and tactile feedback from the screwdriver (insertion torque),
which may or may not correlate with compression. Rather than using peak compression as
the end point to compare screws, the compression in relation to insertion depth and torque
(the insertion profile) is of greater clinical interest. Knowledge of such a profile would
improve our understanding of the implant, provide a better basis for comparing HCSs, and
enable the surgeon to optimize compression.

The purpose of this study was to determine the insertion profiles of 4 popular, commercially
available HCSs. Using a customized setup, both inter-fragmentary compression and
insertion torque were measured simultaneously as the test screws were driven into a
polyurethane foam scaphoid bone model. The goals of our study were to identify the
relationship between the compression force, the insertion torque, and the insertion depth; to
determine the insertion depth that yields peak compression for each screw; and to measure
compression and torque at an insertion depth of −2 mm below the cortex. This depth
maximizes screw length while ensuring a buried depth of −2 mm below the articular
cartilage and is frequently recommended in the literature.8

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Implants

Four commercially available HCSs were tested (Fig. 1). All screws were chosen to have
similar length (24–25 mm) in order to control for bone purchase. The Acutrak Standard
(Acumed, Hillsboro, OR) is a highly polished titanium, conically shaped, self-tapping, fully
threaded, cannulated screw with a variable thread pitch spanning the entire screw. It has a
distal outer diameter (DOD) of 3.3 mm, and proximal outer diameter (POD) of 4.4 mm. The
Acutrak Mini (Acumed, Hillsboro, OR) is a scaled-down version of the Acutrak Standard
with DOD and POD of 2.8 mm and 3.5 mm, respectively. The Synthes 3.0-mm HCS
(DePuy Synthes, West Chester, PA) is a cannulated 316L stainless steel, self-drilling, and
self-tapping headless screw with DOD and POD of 3.0 mm and 3.5 mm, respectively. A
smooth shank that allows for precompression to be applied during screw insertion separates
the distal and proximal threads. The Herbert-Whipple HCS (Zimmer, Warsaw, IN) is a
modified version of the original Herbert screw with a slightly larger diameter to
accommodate cannulation and has self-tapping leading threads. Made of titanium
(Ti-6AI-4V alloy), the DOD and POD are 3 mm and 3.85 mm, respectively, separated by a
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smooth 2.5-mm-diameter shank between proximal and distal threads. The Acutrak screws
generate compression through the combination of a conically shaped shaft and variable
thread pitch along the screw whereas the shanked screws create compression with 2 constant
but different thread pitches at either end of the screw.

Scaphoid bone model
In order to mitigate testing variability between samples, a rigid polyurethane foam model
(1522-03, Pacific Research Laboratories, Vashon, WA) was used to simulate the scaphoid
fracture. The biomechanical properties of the foam are well controlled23 and were selected
to best approximate scaphoid cancellous bone of a young adult24,25—comprising a density
of 0.32 g/mL and compressive, tensile, and shear moduli of 210 MPa, 284 MPa, and 49
MPa, respectively. The foam was machined by computer numerical control into 32 mm × 32
mm × 35 mm blocks, and a diamond saw was used to create a linear osteotomy 12 mm from
the surface. A 1-mm layer of denser foam (0.64 g/mL) was laminated to the surface to
represent cortical bone.

Testing procedure
The test setup is shown in Figure 2. A custom testing jig was used to hold the polyurethane
foam blocks and prevent rotation during screw insertion. The blocks were free to slide
vertically within the clamps as compression was applied. In order to minimize the
displacement of the simulated fractures, an ultra-thin load sensor was employed. The
FlexiForce (A201, Tekscan, Boston, MA) is a 0.13-mm-thick piezoresistive force sensor
printed onto a flexible circuit board. A 5-mm hole between 2 thin metal washers was placed
at the center of the sensing head in order to accommodate a screw. The load sensor was then
sandwiched between 2 foam blocks, and the HCS under test was placed through the center
of the sensor (Fig. 2B). The total displacement created by the load sensing apparatus was
less than 1 mm.

The HCSs were inserted according to their respective manufacturer’s guidelines into an
intact, new foam block. A precompression force of 70 to 80 N was applied to the Synthes
screws using the manufacturer’s specific compression sleeve and screwdriver. A torque
meter (Imada, Northbrook, IL) was used to advance the screws in half-turn intervals while
recording the insertion torque, insertion depth, and interfragmentary compression. A time
delay of 10 seconds between intervals was used to ensure stable measurements. Insertion
depth was measured by digital caliper to the nearest 0.1 mm and defined as the distance
from the proximal tip of the screw to the surface of the foam (positive when the screw was
proud and negative when the screw was buried in the foam). Each test was stopped after a
sustained drop in compression was observed (representing loss of fixation). The experiment
was repeated 5 times for each HCS type for a total of 20 tests.

Statistical methods
Compression and insertion torque profiles were generated for each trial by synchronizing the
data and plotting them versus screw insertion depth. Composite plots taking the mean of the
5 trials were also generated with error bars representing the standard error of the mean.
Descriptive statistics and 1-way analysis of variance were used to analyze the compression
and torque values.

Preliminary validation of the experimental setup yielded compression measurements with a
standard deviation of approximately 20 to 25 N. In order to have a standard error of less than
10% (10 N assuming compression forces of approximately 100 N), a sample size of 5 was
needed.
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RESULTS
Interfragmentary compression and insertion torque profiles were obtained for each screw
type as illustrated in Figure 3 for the Herbert-Whipple implant. The 5 tests for each screw
were then combined to produce the composite profiles shown in Figure 4 where the error
bars represent the standard error of the mean. The peak compression occurred at an insertion
depth of −3.1 mm, −2.8 mm, 0.9 mm, and 1.5 mm for the Acutrak Mini, Acutrak Standard,
Herbert-Whipple, and Synthes screws, respectively.

The compression and insertion torque at a depth of −2 mm below the surface (recommended
insertion depth8), from greatest to least compression, were found to be from the Acutrak
Standard (113 ± 18 N, 0.348 ± 0.052 Nm), Acutrak Mini (104 ± 15 N, 0.175 ± 0.008 Nm),
Herbert-Whipple (78 ± 9 N, 0.245 ± 0.006 Nm), and Synthes (67 ± 2N, 0.233 ± 0.010 Nm)
HCSs. Analysis of variance demonstrated no significant difference in compression or torque
between any of the screws (P > .05).

DISCUSSION
Bone quality, fracture geometry, and patient comorbidities are uncontrollable factors
affecting healing; however, the choice of implant may be at the surgeon’s discretion. For
this reason, there has been a flurry of studies evaluating the biomechanical advantage of 1
HCS over the other. Investigations have looked at decay in peak compression over time,13

compression after screw reinsertion,14 compression along the length of the screw,21 effect of
central versus eccentric screw placement,26–28 pull-apart force,17,20,29 and failure under
cyclical loading.9,10,29 The most widely studied parameter, however, is interfragmentary
compression.11,12,17–19,22 Overall there is variability in absolute results between studies
whereas the relative comparison between screws consistently shows that second-generation
HCSs, such as the 4 screws in this study, outperform the original Herbert screw.

Why the emphasis on compression? Theoretically, the advantages are clear. Compression
improves fracture stability and limits strain and shear along the fracture site, thereby
facilitating primary bone healing.30 Although many studies highlight the need to maximize
compression, the absolute value needed for sufficient scaphoid fracture healing is unknown.
Clinically, the impact of compression is even less certain. A retrospective study by Gregory
and colleagues31 demonstrated no significant difference in union rate or time to union in
patients treated for scaphoid delayed and nonunions with either Herbert or Acutrak HCSs. In
a similar but larger study by Oduwole et al,32 union rates were higher with the Acutrak
group; however, the results may have been confounded by improved screw placement and
surgeon experience in the Acutrak group. Finally, the longevity of applied compression is
also unknown. Gruszka et al13 recently showed that compression wanes significantly over
time, dropping by 39% to 55% after 12 hours. Given the lack of prospective clinical
comparison between HCSs, the link between compression and clinical outcome remains
unproven and the amount of compression needed for sufficient bone healing is unknown.
Those selecting implants should, therefore, consider practical factors such as cost, ease, and
familiarity with the screw rather than compression alone.

Using peak compression as a basis of comparing screws may be misguiding. Our study
showed that peak compression often occurred at insertion depths outside the clinically useful
range (eg, when the screw was either proud or very deep). In fact, peak compression was
achieved at an average distance of 2.1 mm away from the ideal insertion depth
recommended in the literature and by manufacturers. In practice, surgeons must rely on
proxies for compression, chiefly screw position (insertion depth) by direct visualization or
fluoroscopy and tactile feedback from the screwdriver (insertion torque). It, therefore, makes
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sense to study compression as a function of these 2 variables. Furthermore, interfragmentary
compression as a profile, over a wide range of insertion depths, is more meaningful than at a
single point in time or depth because placement will vary from patient to patient.

The profiles of the 2 Acutrak screws differed considerably from that of the Synthes and
Herbert-Whipple implants. Furthermore, the variability in compression and torque was
greater in the Acutrak groups (Fig. 4). Although a larger sample size may have led to a
significant difference between screws, it is unlikely this would be clinically significant
because the SD was only 2% to 16% of the mean.

The conically shaped, fully threaded design of the Acutrak perpetually generates
compression as seen by a positive slope in the compression profile throughout most of
insertion. Both the standard and the mini versions demonstrated a loss of compression as the
trailing end of the screw leaves the cortex (1 mm dense foam layer); however, the
compression is quickly regained as the threads tap into the deeper (cancellous) foam. The
peak compression in these screws occurs at approximately −3 mm below the cortex, which
is very close to the recommended and clinically desired safe insertion depth. Loss of
compression at deeper insertion ensues as the leading threads begin to strip; however, this
occurs beyond a clinically targeted screw depth. Insertion torque increased continuously
with screw insertion, and the values for the Acutrak Standard were similar to those
previously reported by Pensy et al.33 The torque was approximately 50% higher for the
Acutrak Standard screw than for the Mini, which is commensurate to the larger diameter and
increased surface area with bone. The risk of rotating the proximal fragment and losing the
reduction is greater when high insertion torque is required to advance the screw. Intuitively,
it would appear that insertion torque directly correlates with compression force owing to the
increased friction between bone and implant. Although both parameters increased together,
the correlation between them was poor (Fig. 4). Insertion torque rose continuously with
screw insertion, even when compression was lost.

The Synthes and Herbert-Whipple screws have a shanked design and generated their peak
compression before the implants were fully buried in foam. Furthermore, some of the
precompression applied to the Synthes screw was lost during insertion despite the
differential thread pitch between ends, which is designed to augment compression
throughout insertion. Nonetheless, both shanked screws demonstrated relatively stable
insertion profiles, offering consistent compression over a wide range of insertion depths.
The effect of traversing the denser foam (cortex) was less evident in these profiles. Similar
to the Acutrak screws, the torque correlated poorly to compression and continued to increase
even when compression was lost.

Limitations of this study include ex vivo evaluation, analysis limited to compression and
insertion torque, and fracture simulation using a perfectly linear and perpendicular plane to
the screw. These limitations were needed to enable repeatable and reliable testing of the
implants and are unlikely to affect the external validity of our findings.

Based on the insertion profiles generated in this study, several important findings were
made. First, conically shaped HCSs generated their peak compression when they were fully
buried in the foam whereas the shanked HCSs reached peak compression before they were
fully inserted. This finding suggests that the Acutrak screws should be inserted at least 2 mm
below the cortex and the Synthes and Herbert-Whipple would provide more optimal
compression when the trailing end remains roughly flush with the cortex. Second, insertion
torque was shown to correlate poorly with compression, peaking far after the point of
maximum compression. Unlike standard, uniformly threaded screws, 1 end of the
compression screw may be loose while the other is firmly engaged in bone, thereby
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generating high insertion torque with little compression. Surgeons should, therefore, avoid
using tactile judgment of torque as a proxy for compression. Third, all 4 screws tested
generated a sizable amount of compression (> 60 N or 6 kg) over a wide range of insertion
depths. The actual compression at an insertion depth of 2 mm below the cortex was not
significantly different between HCSs. Given that we do not know how much compression is
required for bone healing and that all 4 screws provided comparable amounts of
compression, implant selection should consider practical factors such as the ability to
achieve adequate reduction, good implant placement, and familiarity with the implant
specific instrumentation rather than compression alone.
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FIGURE 1.
Four HCSs tested. A Acutrak Standard. B Acutrak Mini. C Synthes 3.0. D Herbert-Whipple.
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FIGURE 2.
Test setup. A Photograph. B Schematic.
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FIGURE 3.
Individual tests (a– e) of the Herbert-Whipple screw: interfragmentary compression profile
(top) and insertion torque profile (bottom). Markers represent measurement points taken
between half-turns of the screw. Insertion depth is the distance between the proximal tip of
the screw and the surface of the bone (foam). Vertical hashed lines represent the screw
position when the proximal tip is flush (0 mm) and buried (−2 mm) below the cortex.
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FIGURE 4.
Composite profiles for interfragmentary compression (solid lines) and insertion torque
(dashed lines). The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Insertion depth is the
distance between the proximal tip of the screw and the surface of the bone (foam). Vertical
hashed lines represent the screw position when the proximal tip is flush (0 mm) and buried
(−2 mm) below the cortex.
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